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 1. We meet at the liturgical time of Christmas. I want, therefore, the words that I am about to address to you today, to

correspond to the joy of this feast and this octave. I also want them to correspond to that simplicity and at the same time

that depth which Christmas irradiates over everyone. There comes to my mind spontaneously the memory of my feelings

and my experiences, beginning from the years of my childhood in my father's house, through the difficult years of youth,

the period of the second war, the world war. May it never be repeated in the history of Europe and of the world! Yet, even

in the worst years, Christmas has always brought some rays with it. And these rays penetrated even the hardest

experiences of contempt for man, annihilation of his dignity, of cruelty. To realize this, it is enough to pick up the

memories of men who have passed through the prisons or concentration camps, the war fronts and the interrogations

and trials. A gleam of faithThis ray of Christmas Night, a ray of the birth of God, is not only a memory of the lights of the

tree beside the crib at home, in the family or in the parish church. It is something more. It is the deepest glimpse of

humanity visited by God, humanity newly received and assumed by God himself; assumed in the Son of Mary in the unity

of the Divine Person: the Son-Word. Human nature assumed mystically by the Son of God in each of us who have been

adopted in the new union with the Father. The irradiation of this mystery extends far, very far, and even reaches those

parts and those spheres of men's existence, in which any thought of God has been almost obscured and seems to be

absent, as if it were burnt out completely. And lo, with Christmas night a gleam appears: perhaps in spite of everything?

Happy this "perhaps in spite of everything" ... it is already a gleam of faith and hope.2. In the festivity of Christmas we

read of the pastors of Bethlehem who were the first to be called to the crib, to see the new-born Child: "And they went

with haste, and found Mary and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger." (Lk 2: 16.)Let us stop at that "found". This word

indicates a search. In fact, the shepherds of Bethlehem, when they stopped to rest with their flock, did not know that the

time had come in which would happen that which had been announced for centuries by the prophets of that People to

which they themselves belonged; and that it would happen just on that night; and that it would take place near the place

where they had stopped. Even after wakening up from the sleep in which they were immersed, they did not know either

what had happened or where it had happened. Their arrival at the cave of the Nativity was the result of a search. But at

the same time they had been led, they were—as we read—guided by the voice and by the light. And if we go back even

further in the past, we see them guided by the tradition of their People, by its expectation. We know that Israel had been

promised the Messiah.And lo, the Evangelist speaks of the simple, the humble, the poor of Israel: of the shepherds who



found Him for the first time. He speaks, moreover, in all simplicity, as if it were a question of an "exterior" event: they

looked for where he might be, and finally they found him. At the same time this "found" of Luke's indicates an inner

dimension: that which took place on that Christmas night, in men, in those simple pastors of Bethlehem. "They found

Mary and Joseph, and the babe lying in a manger"; and then: " ... the shepherds returned, glorifying and praising God for

all they had heard and seen, as it had been told them." (Lk 2:16, 20.)3. "Found" indicates "a search". Man is a being who

seeks. His whole history confirms it. Even the life of each of us bears witness to it. Many are the fields in which man

seeks and seeks again and then finds and, sometimes, after having found, he begins to seek again. Among all these

fields in which man is revealed as a being who seeks, there is one, the deepest. It is the one which penetrates most

intimately into the very humanity of the human being. And it is the one most closely united with the meaning of the whole

of human life.Man is the being who seeks God. The ways of this search vary. The histories of human souls just along

these paths are multiple. Sometimes the ways seem very simple and near. At other times they are difficult, complicated,

distant. Now man arrives easily at his "eureka": "I have found!". Now he struggles with difficulties, as if he could not

penetrate himself and the world, and above all as if he could not understand the evil that there is in the world. It is known

that even in the context of the Nativity this evil has shown its threatening face.A good many men have described their

search for God along the ways of their own lives. Even more numerous are those who are silent, considering everything

they have lived along these ways as their own deepest and most intimate mystery: what they experienced, how they

searched, how they lost their sense of direction and how they found it again.Man is the being who seeks God.And even

after having found him, he continues to seek him. And if he seeks him sincerely, he has already found him; as, in a

famous fragment of Pascal, Jesus says to man: "Take comfort, you would not be looking for me if you had not already

found me." (B. Pascal, Pensées, 553: Le mystère de Jésus.)This is the truth about man.It cannot be falsified. Nor can it

be destroyed. It must be left to man because it defines him.What can be said of atheism in the light of this truth? A great

many things should be said, more than can be enclosed in the framework of this short address of mine. But at least one

thing must be said: it is indispensable to apply a criterion, that is, the criterion of the freedom of the human spirit. Atheism

cannot be reconciled with this criterion—a fundamental criterion—either when it denies a priori that man is the being that

seeks God, or when it mutilates this search in various ways in social, public and cultural life. This attitude is contrary to

the fundamental rights of man.4. But I do not wish to dwell on this. If I mention it, I do so to show all the beauty and

dignity of the search for God.This thought was suggested to me by the feast of Christmas.How was Christ born? How did

he come into the world? Why did he come into the world?He came into the world in order that men may be able to find

him; those who look for him. Just as the shepherds found him in the cave at Bethlehem.I will say even more. Jesus came

into the world to reveal the whole dignity and nobility of the search for God, which is the deepest need of the human soul,

and to meet the search halfway.I now want to address an affectionate greeting to our sick Sisters and Brothers, present

at this Audience.Thinking of you, and of all those who are ill, I see a deep and mysterious analogy between your situation

and that of the New-born Jesus in the manger at Bethlehem: that Baby was a little, frail, weak being, in need of

everything, depending on everyone: yet he was the Son of God, the eternal Word incarnate in time, the Saviour of

mankind, the Lord of History.How often, beloved daughters and sons, you may have felt useless in your infirmity, a

burden to your dear ones; you have experienced—we may well say so—the humiliation, so deeply human, of being

obliged to need others in everything, of being almost at the mercy of others. Look at Jesus in the cave at Bethlehem, who

assures you that it is the world which needs the immeasurable riches of your suffering for its purification and for its

growth. Take heart! God loves you, because he sees in you the image of his Son suffering on earth! Your dear ones love

you, because you are their flesh and blood! The Church loves you, because you enrich the treasure of the communion of

Saints! The Pope has a particular preference for you, because you are his most sensitive sons, and asks you for the help
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and the strength of your apparent weakness, of your prayers and your sacrifices!A Happy Christmas with all my heart to

the Newlyweds!Beloved Daughters and Sons, this cordial wish of mine, which is also that of all those present and of the

whole Church, wishes to be a fatherly invitation in order that, right from the beginning of your married life—which has

been consecrated by the Sacrament—you will know how to look, as to your constant model, to the Holy Family of

Nazareth, which was a real and extraordinary school of life and domestic virtues.Uniting in marriage, before God, the

Church and your dear ones, you solemnly promised to be faithful to each other in every happy or adverse circumstance,

and to love and respect each other for the whole of your lives: faithfulness, love, respect, are the fundamental attitudes

on which all orderly family life must be based and which are elevated in the Sacrament; and it is those Christian virtues

which will give you the possibility of forming your "domestic Church". Following the example of the Blessed Virgin and of

St Joseph, may your home shine forth with these virtues, in order that the joy and the peace of Christ may always be with

you.
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